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AbstractThe aim of research was to explore whether there is any linguistic politenessthrough gender differences in speaking classroom. Communicative competenceunderlines that grammatical knowledge is not enough to interact adequately, thus itincludes pragmatic skills. For example, several communication errors, for confusion,may take place without logical understanding. Furthermore, politeness is anessential component of pragmatic competence. Many works have been carried out inthis area, but few have shown the differences between the linguistic politeness ofthe language of male and female in the speaking classroom, while its primaryfindings are statements. Such work is carried out in the speaking classroom ofuniversity students, in particular in the sense of global foreign affairs. The statementis based on the Bacha, Bahous & Diab (2012). The researchers used qualitativeresearch through observational method, all the conversation in classroom weredisplayed and categorized to observe data.  In addition, certain politenesshypotheses are used to interpret the results. The studies have shown that femalesare more respectful than male students in general. In conclusion, teacherscomprehend this reality since they do not require male students to be as respectfulas females, they are practically peculiar.
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INTRODUCTIONThe emergence of English education in Indonesia is obvious in whichEnglish is taught to young learners earlier even before they went to school. TheEFL students should be able to master four skills in English language instruction.They chat, hear, listen and compose in English (Syafrizal & Haerudin,2018).Moreover, their ability to achieve their goals in schools largely depends ontheir speaking skills that illustrate how inadequate grammatical information is totalk or to interact in a certain language. Speakers in multilingual culture usemultiple languages, sometimes bilingualism, while communicating (Syafrizal, S. Etal., 2019). Therefore, other information is required, namely logical, to be able to
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interact entirely. The EFL students tend to be pragmatics.  Basically, pragmatic is"the recognition that the individual is speaking decides what the speaker says andunderstands the deliberate power conveyed through implicit attitudes" (Kreidler,1998). There are instances without this competence in which the speaker and theinterlocutor(s), even communication failures, can't understand each other. Onesignificant dimension of strategic skill across more specific fields is diplomacy,which implies "the manifestation of the purpose of the speakers to reduce the risksfaced us through such face-threatening actions".Politeness has also been studied for decades as an essential component ofstrategic maturity, communicative competence. In particular, several scholars haveinvestigated the connection between politeness and gender. The work wasperformed in academic and non-academic contexts. However, after the findings ofthe academic research have been closely checked, the researcher makes account atsome of the same points. First, several of them were performed in a generalclassroom in English, not in a speaking classroom where plentiful words are found.Thus, this void is filled through work in the speaking classroom by this research.Second, the results of the studies indicate that the language of women ismore general than male. In contrast, the findings of researchers showed thatfemale linguistic politeness is generally significantly different from gender towoman, since female were more respectful in relation with male (Tannen, 1990;Weather, 1997; Brown, 1980; Lorenzo-Dus & Bou-Franch, 2003; Bacha, Bahous &Diab, 2012; Alavi, Moradi & Taggaddomi, 2013). The researcher is therefore quitecurious about the degree of politeness in classrooms between female and male,particularly in international program students, who speak English widely but arenot native speakers. Finally, few researchers have examined the question oflinguistic politics in the language classroom in depth for the best knowledgeresearchers. Because of those reasons, the objective of this research brings thisexploration hole by directing an examination under the title "Linguistic Politeness:An Analysis of Gender Differences in Speaking Classroom", and responding to theinquiry "who is progressively well polite among male and female?"for further, theresearchers were supposed to find out the difference thing occurred incommunication based on gender
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Linguistic PolitenessThroughout an encounter, politeness can be described as a behaviour ofpeople displaying their consciousness of the identity of others. Whereas, this sortof disposition is rendered by verbal communication. Linguistic friendly,forinstance, whenever anyone speaks, her words can influence the face of the speakerin different ways. The result can, for example, be positive or negative. Linguisticpoliteness will also be recognized by speakers in order to prevent contact issues.Linguistic politeness, in other terms, is a realistic politeness strategy because"linguistic politeness was intended to seek to establish a broadly functionalparadigm, an account of how language is used in conversation" (Fauziati 2016).In precise words, linguistically being respectful not only refers about others,but also takes them into consideration (Yule, 2006). This means that the speakerwill in fact use her linguistic politeness knowledge, as she realizes that each wordshe says will have an effect on others.It means that the politeness will occur whenon in the situation of the following things such as, discussion create, preserve, anddefend the identity" (Richards, 2013). Being respectful is important inconversation as respecting the feeling of others would build degrees of sharedsatisfaction and promote ties between speakers (Keikhaie & Mozaffari, 2013).
The Importance of Linguistic Politeness in ClassroomGenerally, in international language teaching, cultural history assumes acritical position (Abertova, 2012). This is obvious because a language classroom isa place where language and communication can be learned. The dimensions ofconnectivity have meanwhile been empirically apparent both in relational andtransactional terms (Garces-Conejos & Sanchez-Macarro, 1998; Torbelanca-Lopez& Garces-Conejos, 1997). Interactional conversation functions to lubricate socialroles and relationships, to consolidate and confirm relationships and to expresssolidarity or empathy. Transactional communication would also have the functionof encouraging someone to do things or affecting the actions of others according tospeakers' standards (Kristina, 2014). They are also important for second-languagestudents to be understood. In order to encourage sociopragmatic comprehension,
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and to enhance the development and interpretation of the pragmalinguistic (Bou-Franch & Garces – Conejos, 2003; Garces – Conejos & Sanchez – Macarro, 1998),speakers must also consider the linguistic choices produced in their specificcontexts.Learners also conduct speech actions like apologies, denial and demands asa result of realistic transition in accordance with sociolinguistic norms in theirmother tongue. For example, students often ask apologies at the end of theirspeech in the researcher 's classroom, which are not suggested for English. Thistrend is affected by the Indonesian tradition such as when one asked forapologises.International language instruction will thus get used to a realistic method.Teachers of foreign languages will go above the pure grammar and timeintroduction only. To adapt them to the sociological framework of relationsbetween the interlocutors of the target language, linguistic models must becontextualised and related with the actual condition of use. The theory of languagepolitics offers adequate tools to teach language forms in the context. Second-speaking learners should not only be able to articulate their messages in aproposal but also to fulfill the social criteria, because failure to fulfill socialspecifications will contribute to either strategic failure (Thomas, 1995) or evencontact collapse. Linguistic politeness is used as part of a set of rational laws thatdiscourage contact. It is further developed to mitigate frictions in the relationshipof individuals (Fauziati, 2016).
Gender and Linguistic PolitenessMany studies in the field of gender and linguistic politeness find that maleand female in fact are linguistically politely different. Male as masculine aslinguistically as female may be understood. Furthermore, male and gender aredistinct from conversational conventions (Coulmas, 2005). Holmes also describedfemale expression in Lorenzo-Dus as more courteous than male expression(Lorenzo-Dus and Bou-Franch, 2003). Labov and Trudgill in Brown have agreedthat women-men are more respectful as females-males usually use grammarhypercorrect as they talk (Brown, 1980). This is an appropriate outcome. Hence,the usage of large proportion of structured types is known as more formal thanmale voice. In 1980, Brown has studied this trend and observed that it appears
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intuitively prudent to assume that Females’ talk is considered respectfully andappropriately when they were in the situation of secondary status in comparisonto males’ talk and because that condition of being inferior is also considered ashigher standards of politeness (Brown, 1980). The example of difference betweenmen and women is clear when you use the partial suffix for words like walking,running, and jogging. In contrast, it is considered more standard and prestigiousbased on numerous surveys (Coulmas, 2005).It is therefore necessary to note that a woman is representative of thecommunity of speakers, not of people, for equal usage of criteria or reputationvariants. Both males and females, they do not speak as a representative of womenand male only; yet they could be as teachers and students, friends and strangers,employees and employers, as ethnic members, as religious communities andmanymore personalized capacities.Finally, female individuals have a greater chance of expressing positivepoliteness than male individuals and of using attenuating strategies to prevent orminimize the threat to their contact person (Lorenzo-Dus & Bou-Franch, 2003). Inother words, when a woman speaks, she takes account of her interlocutor 'sfeelings and will try not to lose her face.
METHODThe researchers used qualitative research through observational method. Itwas conducted in thesubjectspeaking.The number of the respondence chosenrandomly,were 16 students in the third year, made up of 10 females and 6 males.Students of English Education are selected because they are considered to be morefluent English speakers than other levels in public relations, so the researcher aimsto minimize the number of English speakers. The researchers also collected thedata trough observation and interview to support the triangulation of data.  Thisresearchfocused on human behaviour, process and natural phenomena. Theobservational method of this study is non-participatory observation. Non-participatory evaluation means that without intervention, researchers attend theclass. Bacha, Bahous & Diab (2012) have adapted theobservation sheet to addressthree situations that have to be observed. The following are the three situations:
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(1) Students who come late to class and as a result of that, (2) respond to questionsin school by teachers and (3) students who do notcome and listen to lecturer. Inaddition, the data were evaluated from those three cases with Brown & Lavinsonand Lakoff's politeness theories. In addition, some previous authors boost theanalyses. The writer even recorded it with a video camera.
RESULTS

Focuses on a student coming late to the classroomThere were six students cominglate to the school, four females and two males’students. Not all the students knocked at the door, even they did not ask forauthorization or excuses. The schools’ teacher says that you do not have to do itand you do not have to apologize until it is 15 minutes from the beginning of theclass.
 At 2 minutes and 36seconds, two female students arrived late, both of them didnot greet the teacher but sat directly on their chair and followed the class. Theydid not talk to each other, or' say hi' to friends next to them.
 At 4 minutes and 14 seconds, the male student arrived and sat directly on hischair, then at 5 minutes 7 seconds to 5 mins 46 seconds, he talked to his friend.
 At 7 minutesand 6 seconds, the male student came and sat directly on his chair,then at 7 minutes and 35 seconds to 8 minutes and54 seconds, he talked to afriend next to him, even his body language looked like hewas trying to ignorethe teacher.
 At 12 minutes and 8 seconds, the female student came before he sat and shakethe teacher's hand.
 At 13 minutes and12 seconds, the female student came late and sat directly onher chair. She responded to the teacher's comment at 13 mins 21 secs.From the description of perception above, it tends to be presumed that in delaycircumstance female were viewed as increasingly neighbourly then male. It is verywell seen when one of females’ understudy welcomes the educator by shakingteacher’s hand which is socially respectful in Indonesia. This is in accordance withEarthy coloured and Lavinson (1987) who uncovered that considerationprocedures are affected by social practices. Furthermore, other two femaleunderstudies legitimately follow the class, even one of them straightforwardly
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follow instructor’s movement by reacting to her utterances. In an unexpected way,two male understudies talk with companions close to them before follow the classexercises, besides one of them is looked overlooking the instructor from his non-verbal communication. What guys do are disregard the educator as well as occupycompanions' focus.
Focuses on Answering Questions from Teacher in The Classroom

 At 12 minutes and 30 secs, there were four students who address her toremember the information from the previous conference. The four people andfour females. Three males. The teacher is cut off by one male student and asksthe query explicitly, while another one also lifts its head.
 At 21 minutes and 43 seconds, the teacher asked the class to divide the group,the only student were answering her was female, though she did not raise herhand first.
 At 34 minutes and 29 seconds, the student reacts to the teacher's question bylifting her first hand. She says "I will do what Dinda did. If I am the parent, I willlet my children learn how to utilize the new technologies and call them".
 At 43 minutes and 11 seconds, the student attempted to address the query ofthe teacher, but at 44 minutes and 9 seconds, the student cut her off and asked,"What is it?". The female stopped for some time and she was looked making adecent attempt to disregard him by proceeding with her announcement.Shockingly the male student cuts again at 44 mins 32 secs by saying "Yes…yes..., however what is that?"
 At 47 minutes and 48 seconds, there was a male student responded toeducator's inquiry. At the outset, he talked smoothly, anyway he frequentlycoded changing to Bahasa Indonesia like Pelaku (practitioner), hukum (law),

putus asa (surrender), and so on.From the observation it is possible to infer that female students are normallymore respectful than male students and address the query. Firstly, two femalesraise up their hand and just one male lift up their hand. Hand raising is a symbolthat the Indonesian community, mostly created by a female, needs permission.Bacha, Bahous & Diab (2012) backed this by suggesting that female are morerespectful than male, who are connected to the cultural element. Secondly, at 34
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mins 29 secs, the students said, '...I will do what Dinda did...' as she says, Dindashows what Lakoff called a friendly theory (Fauziati, 2016). Lakoff has also shownthat the second rule, namely, to be polite, contains three points which are notnecessary, give an option and be friendly. In addition, the call by a friend's name isan indicator of being friendly. Thirdly, on the basis of the assessment, two malestudents break off some words , for example in a 13 mins 28 secs where malestudents break the lecturer. When the female student has their thoughts, the malestudent is interrupted by 44 mins 6 secs and 44 mins 26 secs respectively. Inaddition, when a male student expresses his opinion, the language is transferred toBahasa Indonesia, and the formality of his expression is diminished as a result.Speech is recognized by the use of a high proportion of the standard forms aspolite if it is more formal (Brown, 1980).

Focuses on Students Who Do Not Pay Attention to Class Lectures due to

Communicating Among ThemselvesIn light of the perception, there is no huge distinctive among male andfemale understudies on account of not focusing on the class address because oftalking among themselves. For the most part the understudies who sit close to theinstructor will give more consideration contrasted with the individuals who sit along way from the educator. After the educator partitions class into certaingatherings, the guest plan is changed becomes:

Pict.1Teachers separatethe class into certain groups
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For instance when the teacher is in group 1, students who centre in focusingon her is just students of group 1, students of group 2 is looked setting up theirtask increasingly genuine contrast with group 4 and 5, at that point understudiesof group 3 do not begin their venture yet talking among themselves even laugh.
CONCLUSIONThe researchers finally conclude that there were three conditions aredistinguished by the specialist from the investigation. Those two of the threecircumstances show that there is a critical distinction between phonetic legislativeissues among people, while the last circumstance shows that there are nosignificant contrasts among people. Cameron and Coulmas (2005), who all react tothe differences among male and female verbal amenability, acknowledge thedifferentiations between the two. In rundown, ladies are more gracious than men.This is in accordance with the Lorenzo-Dus (2003) Holmes, and the Earthycoloured Labov and Trudgill (1980).In any case, since politeness andimpoliteness are such a great amount of associated with convention, the result ofthis work won't be worthy to different nations with explicit societies. In addition,all articulations among people cannot be summed up in light of the fact thatmale and female communicate not just as male and female but as understudies,educators, businesspeople and customers, specialists and patients, and so forth.The result isn't restricted to all articulations.
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